The importance of pore diffusion resistance in gassolid catalytic reactions has resulted in a number of investigations of diffusion rate within porous media. One approach comparesthe diffusion rates derived from kinetic studies with those calculated from theory. Another approach measures the diffusion rate in the absence of reaction and uses the results of the nonreacting system to predict the transport rates under reacting conditions. The final purpose is to establish a method for predicting catalyst performance from information concerning pore structure as well as reaction rate.
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Several methods have been proposed so far for the measurement of diffusivities in porous materials, such as the Wicke-Kallenbach diffusion cell, adsorption balance, and chromatography. However the relationship among the values obtained by different methods has not been well discussed. In some cases the observed diffusion rate in the presence of reaction disagreed with that obtained from the diffusion cell7' 12).
In other cases the diffusivity under reaction conditions agreed with that without reaction8\
Several investigations have been concerned with this discrepancy10 ' 13).
Many catalysts employed for industrial processes are bidisperse because they are prepared by compressing particles of catalyst powder, which themselves are porous. Thus, the resulting pellet has two pore systems; micropores within the powder crystals and macropores corresponding to the space between the powder particles. Single effective diffusivity models have sometimes been employed to describe the performance of such catalysts.
However, it has been shown2) that a single, effective diffusivity extracted from dynamic adsorption data for a bidisperse catalyst can have unreal values.
The purpose of the present investigation is to: 1), derive the effective diffusivity for a steady-state reacting system as a function of macropore and micro-pore diffusivities, on the basis of a real pore model for bidisperse catalysts, and 2), to decide what values of the diffusivity should be employed for description of catalyst performance.
Effective Diffusivity in Bidisperse Pellet
Several pore models are proposed to describe bidisperse catalysts. The model first proposed by Mingle and Smith6) and later employed by CarberryX) and Komiyama4) assumes that the pellet comprises an aggregate of porous micro spheres containing the micropores. The macropores are located between these micro spheres. Thus the micropores exist in series with macropores, and this is a more real pore structure for bidisperse catalysts compared with the model based upon parallel structure of micro and macropores, at least under reaction conditions. Significant reaction occurs only on the micropores, because the surface area in macropores is relatively small. The following assumptions also are employed for this model.
(1) The catalytic active crystals, which are regarded as spheres having an average radius of?>, are dispersed homogeneously in a catalyst pellet, whose radius is R. The rest of the pellet consists of inactive binding material such as clay.
(2) The spaces between these crystals and the binder are regarded as macropores3). The pathway through the crystals is considered to be micropores. It is assumed that the reactant diffuses first through macroporesand then penetrates into the microporous crystals. If the catalyst performance is described by a single effective diffusivity, the effectiveness can be written as 
Discussion
While results shown by the previous equations seem easily obtained, examples are not commonin the literature.
The micropore effectiveness factor for some kinds of catalysts, such as xeolites, is knownto be less than unity9\ For such a catalyst, the effective diffusivity employed in Eq.(10) becomes a function of the reaction rate because of the effect of the change of physical properties due to reaction.
The micropore effectiveness factor is considered to be unity for the commoncatalysts.
If this is true, the effective diffusivity which should be employed for prediction of catalyst performance as well as for the extraction of intrinsic reaction rate should be a function of macropore diffusivity, and not overall diffusivity including effects of both macropore and micropore diffusion. A number of investigations have compared the diffusivity under reaction conditions with that measured in a steady-state counter cell of the Wicke-Kallenbach type. If the diffusivity obtained in such a diffusion cell includes the micropore diffusion effects11} it will not be an adequate diffusivity to use under reaction conditions. If the diffusivity obtained by the diffusion cell reflects only the macropore diffusion, it should be a proper value to use for a reacting system with a bidisperse catalyst. b == porosity; sp, sm and ec denote void fractions of micropore and macropore, and fraction of cl ay
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